Feedback from 2020/21 BTC Grant recipients
I asked all 20/21 grant receivers to give Councillors an update of how and where the grant funds
were spent. Some are not spent to date because of Covid-19 delays but they gave us an update on
the intended spend. I received a 100% return rate. Differing levels of detail and content. I mentioned
3 quickly at the ATM. This is full content of each return.

Open Door

Open Door Berkhamsted
Grants received from Berkhamsted Town Council 2020-2021
___________________________________________________________________________
May 2020
Grant of £2,600 to address local needs in response to the Covid-19 pandemic outbreak
Open Door/Berko Food for Friends free hot meals service to the vulnerable in our community
With the first national lockdown in March 2020, we were forced to close our community project
doors. Although we were able to move many of our wellbeing and art activities online, we soon
became aware that there were people struggling either to get to the
shops or cook a hot meal for themselves, through self-isolation, poor
health or challenges with normal family support and support services.
In collaboration with Berko Food for Friends we quickly set up a free of
charge hot meals delivery service for anyone struggling, utilising our
kitchen and other premises space. The grant provided us with the
finance to hire a professional chef, purchase food and packaging and
some essential cooking equipment.
With the help of the chef and volunteer drivers we started delivering
meals in April 2020 and to date (March 2021) have now delivered
approximately 3,500 meals, to a total of 80 households (100+
recipients), ranging from a 100-year-old to families of 4 and 5.
Additionally we have provided either separate gift boxes or gifts within
the normal meal package for special occasions such as VE Day, Easter,
Christmas and Valentine’s Day.
Over the year, the number of recipients has varied between 30 and 50+
per delivery, and the benefit to the recipients has been enormous, not
only in terms of a nutritious hot meal, but the contact with our friendly volunteer
drivers. This human contact has been hugely beneficial, particularly during the
early stages of Covid, when there was a tremendous amount of fear and anxiety,
and particularly among our elderly living alone. A list of just a few of the
comments we received from grateful recipients
follows, along with brief (anonymous) details of
some of the beneficiaries.
Originally delivered three times a week we are now providing the
meals twice weekly (currently 70-75 per week), with the numbers
based on need, and plan to continue the service for some time,
reviewing the situation as we go along. Longer term, and when
times permit, with our planned kitchen and café expansion we also

hope to provide the meals on our premises, which will have social benefits to those who are able to
come along to the café.
This project has also seen great collaboration and support within the town. We have received other
local grants and donations, including support from Waitrose and Tesco, and on online appeal raised
more funds from residents in the town, with some stepping up to volunteer their help. The local
Rotary group and Berkhamsted Town Council have been particularly supportive, and we’re very
grateful for the resources to help us provide this service.
The following is a small sample of written communications to Open Door/Berko Food for Friends,
all of which are kept on file:
To all the kind people at the Open Door including the volunteer
drivers. How can we thank you enough for your generosity, we
who are the lucky recipients of “Berko Food for Friends”, a super
logo. In this difficult time for us all you are a shining example of
caring for others. Apart from receiving such a variety of readycooked meals (thank you to the chef and the generosity of local suppliers) we see the smiling faces
of those who deliver the food. To the “shut-ins” this is much appreciated. What a welcome surprise
was last week’s gift box – with even a flower. It was like Valentine’s Day. Despite this crisis, the
spirit of caring and kindness shines through the darkness. God bless you all.
I have written to thank you before and do so again. You have been such a support and comfort in
uncertain times…. Now rules are a little relaxed I have ventured out to the shops and managing to
cope better, still with the support of my lovely neighbour who is also one of your friendly deliverers
…… I hope to come with friends and have a coffee at the Open Door. God bless you all.
….. I am now 85 years old, so have to isolate myself. It is really nice to have a cooked meal as a break
from my own preparations.
Thank you for all your kindness, and the kindness and hard work of all your lovely volunteers. You
are all amazing! Thank you so much.
I would like to thank you and your formidable team for the support you have given me in the form of
the tasty suppers you have supplied me with during this difficult time. With love and very best
wishes. PS I shall forever miss your delicious desserts.
…… They were much appreciated especially early on in the pandemic when I could not get out to get
any food ….
….. my grateful thanks for the super meals you have provided, and also for the sense of togetherness
that their delivery brings.
A very big thank you to the Open Door – to everyone involved. Being on my own with family miles
away it’s so nice to have a tasty meal made and delivered. Best wishes. Thanks.
The meals are a Godsend thank you so much.
We have 30+ written thank you notes from the same lady and here are some of them:

Thank you for this kind and thoughtful gift of meals for old
folk like me. I’m very grateful. My d.o.b. is 1927 – a long
time ago! : Thank you to the kind ladies who deliver these
beautifully cooked meals for us. All that you do for us, so
kindly, in these rather difficult days, is very much
appreciated. It’s good to see a friendly face, too! : It really
is an enormous help to us, who are receiving your really excellent meals, delivered by ladies who
seem so happy to be able to help us. Thank you all, for your kindness, and for giving up so much of
your time. Everything is appreciated.

The following contain a selection of stories/circumstances of some of our recipients:
Just a note to say thank you for delivering meals to my nephew (name) at (address), he told me what
a help the meals were and how he enjoyed them. Sadly (name) passed away suddenly 3 weeks ago
at Watford Hospital. With thanks and best wishes to you all. Aunt.
Thank you for the generous bag of treats that you gave me when I came home from hospital (after a
stroke). I am beginning to feel better now, and I look forward to having your delicious meals again.
They will be very helpful, as you will understand – once again, I shall be very grateful. Thank you for
all your care of us, and your kindness.
•
•
•
•

•

We have one lady who is 95 and thought it was wartime so was living on one potato a day, but
is now enjoying her meals.
A lady who says she has been just about coping but had now just about reached the end of
her tether – she has a lung condition and her husband has dementia.
We also had (she is now being taken care of by another organisation) a young Mum who was
recently bereaved, lost her husband to Covid-19 and has 4 young children.
A gentleman has been having meals because he doesn't see very well now and can't read any
instructions. He is now undergoing cancer treatment so it is good for him to have things when
he gets home and is too tired to cook for himself.
A lady who has a damaged nerve in her neck and shoulder and who loses the use of her hand
if she grips, so she is very wary cooking for herself. This helps her to cope better with not
having to worry about cooking.

And perhaps this email, which seems to sum up the general sentiments of our beneficiaries:
“Dear OPEN DOOR
I just want to thank you all for the wonderful meals you have given me, the cheerful smiles I have
received from all your deliverers, the kindness you have shown me when I have replied to you late,
and the wonderful feeling you all have given me, that I have a whole lot of new friends.
You have all given your time, energy and service without a thought for your own time and other
parts of your lives.
YOU ARE A WONDERFUL GROUP OF LOVING, KIND AND GIVING PEOPLE, YOU ALL DESERVE A MEDAL
FOR VALOUR FOR THIS. !!!!!!!

THANK YOU”
Lastly, a more recent email from a volunteer driver dated 12th February, who delivered some of the
meals close to Valentine’s Day:
“Hi
Just felt you might like the lovely feedback that I received from everyone re the felt hearts and
flowers in the bags yesterday. They brought a lovely smile from everyone I delivered to and they all
said many thanks. One lady said she couldn’t remember when she was last given flowers.
Well done to all the people who made that happen yesterday.
Best wishes”

October 2020 and February 2021
Grants of £1,000 and £4,200 for short-term, part-time paid roles :
Volunteer Manager and Office Manager/Administrator
Despite Covid, our project continues to grow, and with our plans for new projects and expansion,
we’ve long needed to employ some part-time, short-term and self-employed staff. The 250+
questionnaires from three local surveys conducted by Open Door told us that what we are doing is
not only overwhelmingly appreciated, supported and loved by our community but also needed, and
with many requests to expand our services. Additionally, as many of our volunteers are retired, one
of the impacts of Covid-19 has meant that some volunteers have either decided not to return to
Open Door, or are wary of returning for the time being. We therefore applied for funding for two
roles, both essential for the continuance and development of our project, and to relieve the pressure
of the Manager. The most needed were the roles of Volunteer Manager and Administrator/Office
Manager.
At that time, and for the last three years or so, our Volunteer Manager has been working on a
voluntary basis, has greatly assisted the Manager in very many ways, and is now also helping with an
art therapy project funded by Herts Clinical Commissioning Group. The recruitment of an Office
Manager has been invaluable in supporting the Manager and the whole team. We’re extremely
grateful for the funding for these roles, both of which enable more capacity to deal with our
workload and development and expansion plans.
As for Open Door generally, with the resulting requests for more diversity within our target groups,
it was decided to focus initially on providing more services for the male residents of our community
and following this, for young people. We have wished for some time to set up more services for
men, but without the resources have been unable to do so. However, with a new volunteer recently
joining our team who was keen to set up such a project, this important provision is now going ahead.
The project, ‘Connections’, starts this month (March), and includes at this stage: twice-monthly
meet-ups, on Zoom initially, to discuss and deal with a wide range of issues; men’s yoga each

Monday, initially via Zoom; running classes; and the establishment of a team to redevelop the
garden at Open Door. In addition, a new Repair Café is being set up to commence when time
permits, and hopefully by the summer, for members of the public to bring in items that need
repairing. There will be a team of volunteers with specialised knowledge to repair items such as
bicycles, garden tools, electrical and mechanical goods, jewellery and textiles. The service, which
will be environmentally beneficial and encourage a repair rather than replace mentality, will be free
of charge (although offered donations will be accepted). This café, planned to run initially once a
month on a Saturday morning, will also provide learning and vital social opportunities. We believe
this new men’s service will be unique in the area and initial feedback is already proving popular and
garnering support. And since promoting some of these activities we have received general enquiries
from others who may be interested in joining sessions and we will plan similar sessions shortly that
would be open to everyone.
We have many exciting plans for the future, and once again we’re grateful to Berkhamsted Town
Council for the funding which is providing much help with the workload and our future plans.

Friends of St Peters
‘The Friends of St Peters has successfully delivered a three-year capital project to transform the
Rectory Lane Cemetery from a ‘dead space to living place’. The project, costing just over £1.2 million,
with £989k raised through the National Lottery Heritage Fund and the remainder raised through a
cocktail of other funding sources.
This neglected space has now been conserved - walls, memorial arch, entrance gates, sexton’s hut
and a selection of some 60 memorials - have all been repaired. New interventions have consisted of
paths (making the site accessible), seats (following a successful design competition), steps, Garden of
Remembrance and Memorial Wall, an Angel of the south Performance Area, and a Volunteer’s
retreat at the top end of the site. The strategy has been to create three distinctive areas - the lower
zone consisting of an events and activities area, the middle zone an area of memorialisation, and the
upper zone fenced to create a wildlife area.
Visitors have been admitted since November 1st, although Covid-19 has restricted hosting any larger
events during the year - these will hopefully resume later in the year. Feedback has been
overwhelmingly positive:
Now it is owned once again by the community with 60,000 users per annum voting with their feet,
some previously excluded: ‘… a gem of a place I'm now able to negotiate in my mobility scooter’.
I now use the cemetery as my route in and out of town, A very calming place. Thank you.
I walked though here last night and thought what an amazing job all the volunteers have done for
such a beautiful space. The memorial is so special.
They value it as a resource, a living place: a place of pilgrimage, for interring ashes or adding
beautiful glass tiles to the Wall to commemorate loved ones. ‘ The new memorial is beautiful. Very
proud to see my Grandfathers name on it.’
A place to linger over a lunch-hour visit, dip into a book at the Read in Peace seat, bring kids in to
explore and play. ‘What a lovely, lovely place and who would have thought that an afternoon in a
graveyard could be such an uplifting thing?’

Where they can connect with nature to restore health and well-being, exercise dogs, take part in a
Pilates session, enjoy the abundant wildlife and far-reaching views.
A unique place to experience performances of music, immersive theatre, uncovering forgotten
stories of the dead.
An opportunity to join our 100+ volunteers: ‘I love being in the cemetery and giving something
back to the community.’
Children learn from the stories told by the gravestones: ‘…a very thought-provoking experience
bringing interesting characters back to life for the children’
And through outreach – inspiring families of buried relatives to reconnect, commission memorial
restorations, or share memories and photographs on our growing online burial database.
The project has met the challenge of weaving public participation, enjoyment and celebration with
the restored sense of personal space, dignity and sanctuary. We hope that this unique blend will
serve as a model for other of England’s 30,000 struggling cemeteries.
‘You have created a very special place indeed for our community ... each time I come here I’ve seen
all sorts of people, from the youngest to the oldest and all in between, connecting with the
beautiful surroundings as well as each other. A perfect combination of inspiration and reflection just right for our times’.
And from our partners:
Sunnyside's core values incorporate empowerment of adults with learning disabilities and
treating everyone in a fair and inclusive way. The relationship between us and Rectory Lane
Cemetery allows us to extend our work into the community, offering real work experience for
the people that we support. Matt Felix, Sunnyside Rural Trust

We have been supporting the team in the reinvigoration of this lovely urban green space for
wildlife and endorse this initiative as an example of the local community coming together to
help nature’s recovery. These places create an important connection in the network of
habitats in around the town. Emma Norrington, Herts & Middlesex Wildlife Trust
The Project has also been shortlisted for the 2021 RIBAJ Macewen Awards recognising architecture
for the common good, and also for the Berkhamsted Citizen’s Association Environment Award (to be
announced 31st March 2021).
Going forward, we now need to ensure the Cemetery doesn’t slide back into neglect. The
Management and Maintenance Plan requires just over £15k a year to maintain the Cemetery to a
high standard and to secure a sustainable future. We are therefore asking for £5k each from our key
stakeholders - The Parochial Church Council, Dacorum Borough Council and Berkhamsted Town
Council. As you know, this represents a £2k increase on the historic annual grant, a same increase
given the level of capital investment that has taken place.

BTC will be invited to be represented on the Management Advisory Group which will be established
to meet annually to oversee the delivery of the Plan. The M & M schedule is inclusive of all aspects
of maintaining the site, structures and interventions, regular cleaning and tidying, testing of services,
updating of information.
Please don’t hesitate to ask for any further information, and please pass on our thanks to the
Councillors for considering this request.
Dr James Moir BA, Dip Surv, IHBC, FIPM.

Northchurch United Charities
Update for BTC on NUC

The NUC Trustees are charged with making payments from the income of investments from
the wills of the original benefactors and any other income received from other sources,
notably Berkhamsted Town Council, Northchurch Parish Council, St Mary’s Church
Northchurch and Sunnyside Church, for the benefit of ‘the poor of the area’ or such
deserving persons that are resident in the area of the parish of Old Berkhamsted (now the
parishes of St Mary’s Northchurch and Sunnyside) and who would benefit from a small gift of
cash at Christmas. NUC also gives grants to organizations such as the Berkhamsted and
Tring Stroke Club and the Happy Wanderers Club which provide help and friendship to those
who might otherwise be isolated in their own homes, and which are reliant on charitable
donations to cover expenses for hall rentals, outings, etc. It also gives a grant to the
Berkhamsted Under-5s group which provides an outlet for carers of young children requiring
special support and who are unable to attend any of the toddler groups available in the town.
This group has grown to the extent that it now has groups on three days every week.
The Trustees make annual payments in November/December to individuals known to them
and to the clubs mentioned above. In November 2020 donations were made to 19 individual
beneficiaries as a Christmas gift, which we know were appreciated, but not to the three
groups, which had been unable to meet since March, with a view to possibly making grants
to them should they resume in 2021. However, the current Covid restrictions mean that this
is unlikely until September this year. The money that would have been granted has been
kept in reserve to cover shortfalls such as income from St Mary’s Church Fete which had to
be cancelled. A returned individual donation was passed to the Northchurch Parish Pantry,
which may become a regular recipient of funds if still needed by the end of the year.
The Trustees have always appreciated the generosity of the Berkhamsted Town Council in
giving grants to the NUC to enable people living in straightened circumstances in both
Northchurch and Berkhamsted to receive a helping hand financially or to improve their
wellbeing through participating in the clubs mentioned, which will be appreciated more than
ever after so many months of lockdown.

Age UK Dacorum
Thanks again for your support
The grant was used to purchase a Summer House [picture enclosed], along with other tools,
equipment for the Age UK Dacorum Community Allotment plot based at Sunnyside Rural Trust
Northchurch.
The Summer House will be used by both Age UK Dacorum clients and their carers also Sunnyside
Rural Trust trainees.
The location will naturally mean most of the people using it will be based in Berkhamsted.

The purpose of this community allotment plot is to ease people’s sense of isolation and they can
either be involved in the planting and digging of plants, vegetables, and fruit, observe nature at
work. [see enclosed photos], meet others for a cup of tea and a chat, or other associated activities
like drawing painting and photography.
Particular emphasis will be to provide specialist clubs for people affected by dementia.
During the lockdown, staff and volunteers have been preparing the site, building raised beds,
purchasing plants. The Summer House has been ordered with delivery being in April. Once this has
been erected and hopefully government guidelines being reduced / removed we hope to open up
the site for participants. [see photos]
AUKD will be working with many local partners, to develop activities including intergenerational
ones, as we aim to offer services five days per week.
AUKD has also continued to support local residents through its other services – Good neighbours
Service (Berkhamsted and Tring) offering befriending services which includes food shopping,
telephone calls, garden visits, emergency assistance and activity packs.
We also aim to open up the Information, resource, and technology centre at the Quaker House –
again when government guidelines allow, a technology lending service, plus developing again with
Sunnyside Rural Trust the Ivy Lane Site in Berkhamsted.
A new bereavement service has also helped many people who have sadly been affected by covid 19
is now in place, a wraparound service for people being discharged from Hospital, Early Intervention
Services and Personal Assistance (Home care) have all helped and assisted people in Berkhamsted
during lockdown and will continue to support the people of Berkhamsted, during these difficult
times.

Sunnyside Rural Trust Community Project

COMMUNITY GROWING PROJECT
MID PROJECT REPORT

Proposal
Sunnyside Rural Trust (SRT) applied to Berkhamsted Town Council and Cllr Ian
Reay for funding set up a community food growing project to support local food
growing and therapeutic activity.

SRT would like to support the local community to get involved with food
growing, offer some advice to those new to food growing and support people
with their wellbeing through horticultural therapy. In particular, we have
developed a strong partnership with Age UK Dacorum to ensure they have a safe
space for their groups, hit hard by Covid-19 to undertake food growing. We
continue to work with CAD, DENS and South Hill Centre to deliver food bank
parcels and ensure people have access to fresh food.

SRT has allocated their plots from C12- C56 along the top of C-road on
Sunnyside Old Allotments to support this project.

C12-C14 – Fruit Area1

Before

Now

Area cleared, dug over & half the new beds have already been created.

C16-C30 Fruit Area2, Polytunnel site

Before
We have pulled up the mypex,
dug over the area, levelled a
lot by hand, measured out the
area for the polytunnel and
are now awaiting a hired
digger to level this further so
that we can construct the
polytunnel. Repairs have also
been made to the mypex
areas to fill holes and make it
safer for walking over. The
polytunnel has been
purchased.

C32-C42 Fruit Area3 – New outdoor raised beds.

Before

Now

We have dug out 4 allotment areas in the lawn, filled in indents with excess turf
and planted a beech hedge to clearly demarcate the new allotment beds.

C44-C56 shed and surrounding area

The woodshed has been cleared of tools, storage etc so that quotes can be
undertaken to refurbish. The aim is to make this into a warm and functional
space for groups to be able to use as a workshop and break space on inclement
weather days.
SRT will also be purchasing some benches, tables, chairs and a gazebo for the
top space of C12-C14 so the groups can take breaks and rest as appropriate.
We already have a composting toilet next to our shed, however, we are looking
to find funds to build a level access facility for a wider group top be able to use.
We need to make sure the pathway up to C12 end of C-Road is safe and
accessible to a wide group of people with different mobility levels. We are in
discussions with companies about the best way to proceed whilst making this
cost-effective and in keeping with the natural environment of the allotments.
We will have the polytunnel and raised beds finished by the end of March 2021.
The rest of the extended project will come along as funding permits.
It has become clear to us all, that outdoor space has never been so important;
community and connection is needed more than ever, and the therapeutic
quality of nature and people combined will support people not only to grow their
own fresh food but find friends and community.

SE Craft for causes
First of all, we want to say thank you to Berkhamsted Town Council for being a part of our
Scrubs initiative and for enabling us to make a huge difference in the lives of people in our
community.
At the beginning of the first lockdown, our small community group (South East Crafts for
Causes) organised by Angela Hutchinson and supported by myself took on the challenge of
making scrubs to help fill the gap created by the global shutdown and surge in demand for
hospital scrubs. Our original goal was to create 500 scrub sets.
At a cost of approximately £10 per scrub set for just the fabric and trimmings, we began to
fundraise in order to secure the funds to purchase fabric and trimmings for the scrubs.
With the help of a small group of volunteer garment technicians and a large volunteer base
of experienced seamstresses, we began to sew. Early on, we were aware of the time involved
in creating this large amount of scrubs and we were able to make contact with Stylex factory
in Scunthorpe who kindly donated their time and skills to pre-cut our fabric for free. This was
a huge step forward for our project, as we could now focus on assembling and sewing the
scrubs without having to lose time cutting them.
We had contacts at local hospitals (Stoke Manderville, Watford General Hospital, Luton and
Dunstable) along with local care homes (St Joseph’s Care Home in Tring) and hospices eager
to get a hold of our scrubs as soon as they were ready.
It was very clear that the demand was high, as we were receiving more and more requests
from local nurses, care home staff, physiotherapists, podiatrists, and midwives all in need of
scrubs and unable to get them through the usual channels. Although many of these nurses,
doctors and care staff worked in hospitals across the county, they live in and around
Berkhamsted. We knew in our hearts, that if we could keep them safe, our whole town would
be safer.
It became clear that our original target of 500 scrub sets needed to be expanded. We set a
new and very ambitious goal to fundraise enough money to make 1400 scrub sets.
Our fundraising took off and we had so much support from the community and local council.
Berkhamsted council donated £500 towards our target. This money went directly to
purchase fabric, threads and elastic to sew scrubs.
Our volunteer base also grew and we were now made up of over 150 experienced
seamstresses – many who work within the garment industry and found themselves wanting
to put their skills to use to help others during this pandemic. We had others who were not
confident sewing helping to coordinate deliveries, support volunteers and help with
administration of the whole project. It was a huge collective achievement made possible by
not only the residents of Berkhamsted, but those of Hemel, Tring, Aylesbury, Luton, Watford

and St Albans. Our volunteers knew that we ALL had to work together to support our local
NHS and care workers as they all work to support us.
In addition to requests for scrubs, health facilities were requesting laundry bags, skull caps,
mask extenders, bumbags and non-surgical face masks for patients and office staff. Our
amazing seamstresses didn’t pause and supplied most of the fabric and trimmings for all of
these important ‘extras’.
As of 10th August 2020 the last of our scrubs (all 1,679 of them on total) were sent out for
delivery. We had raised a total of £16005.
The collective WE proved that together we can help and truly make a difference.
Together we have made:
1679 scrub sets
746 scrub hats
89 mask extender headbands
2941 laundry bags
27 bespoke bumbags
893 non-surgical face masks.
We have donated to 10 hospitals, 4 care homes, 5 hospices, 4 surgeries, 5 community
centres/local health service providers and 22 individuals.
All of whom reached out to our group and asked for our help.
The thanks we have received from every single facility that we have donated to have
humbled us. The outpouring of gratitude and happiness has been unmeasurable.
Since then we have focused on supplying non-surgical masks to local secondary schools who
now require them for their students. We have also continued to support local hospitals by
making and sending in crochet hearts and butterflies to be given to families who are grieving
their lost loved ones.
Our support of the Australian Wildlife Centres has continued with our donations of crocheted
and knitted baskets for animals who are rehabilitating and require “nests”.
Our volunteers, many of which have returned to work, are still active.
We do not know what the future holds for our little group of crafters and seamstresses, but
we are confident that we can continue helping those in need when called upon.
Note: The list of establishments helped by our group are attached.

Case Study:

We were contacted by a local Nurse who lives in Berkhamsted but works at a children’s
hospice in North London called Noah’s Ark. As their staff usually wore more casual uniform
(jeans and a polo shirt) they required scrubs to help withstand the constant 60c washes
needed to ensure their clothes stayed virus free. It would also enable them to keep their
uniform at their workplace to limit contamination.
As it was for a children’s hospice we chose fabric that was bright and in their traditional
unfirm colours along with an animal motif to symbolise the animals on Noah’s Ark.
The Director of Communications arranged for us to sew on their badge and we ensured we
got the sizing right so there was a selection of sizes to accommodate all of the nursing staff.
We made 80 sets for their staff.
Thank-you so much for your email. We are so appreciative of your support with making our scrubs
for us.
This material will look so lovely as a fun print to line our pockets to brighten up the pinky/red colour
we have chosen for the scrubs.

Scrubs made for Noah’s Ark Hospice

Staff at Watford Peace Hospice

Local Nurse with her scrubs made by Crafts for Causes

Staff from The Hospice of St Frances with our masks

Doctors and staff at Watford General Hospital Wearing our scrubs

CAD Shedders project
Dear Tony,
Your grant has contributed to the upgrade of electric circuits in the proposed Northchurch shed to
ensure we have them up to modern safety standards!
This work has been completed and we are all looking forward to being able to return to “Shedding”
once lockdown regulations are relaxed.
The next phase of work will be building mobile work benches & installing a bandsaw & circular saw
to help in the construction of the projects the shedders put their hands to.

I am currently looking at working with the Sunnyside Trust to help raise funding for improving the
access track & car park area outside their community shop to enable better facilities for wheelchair
access. The current car park as you may be aware is unmade and full of potholes!
So any additional funding help in this process would be most welcome!

